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For SmartReader Plus Data Loggers
FEATURES

•   Compatible with
SmartReader Plus
(SRP) data loggers

•   Works with SRP
networks (remote or
local)

•   Automatically
downloads logged
data

•   Answers SRP
alarms and will run
a custom alarm
macro

TalkBack software has two main features: (1) it automatically downloads

logged information from any SmartReader Plus data logger and (2) it

responds to SmartReader Plus alarms.  TalkBack also works with SRP data log-

gers that are on a local or remote network.

Order  In fo rma t ion
MODEL                                                             DESCRIPTION                                                 CATALOG #

TBS-WIN                                                            TalkBack Software                                                    01-0076

Auto-Backup Feature
To automatically download information from a SmartReader Plus data logger,

TalkBack will contact the logger (direct if local, by modem if remote), down-

load the logger’s information, and save it to the computer’s hard drive at user-

set intervals.  This prevents manually backing up logged data when the log-

ger’s memory becomes full.  

Alarm-Indicating Feature
TalkBack software can be set up to receive all tripped alarms from SmartReader Plus data loggers (initially set

up in TrendReader® 2 software).  When the data logger measures an exceeded value on any of its channels,

the logger will call the computer and TalkBack will run an alarm macro, which has been set by you.  Macro

options include sounds, visual alarms, running of other programs, and calling a pager or cell phone with Caller

ID capability.

Note: TalkBack software is only compatible with SmartReader Plus data loggers with a serial number of 42,508 or higer.

ACR Systems’ data loggers are thoroughly tested during and after assembly to ensure that our customers obtain

the most accurate information possible from our products.  Most of ACR Systems’ data loggers can then be re-

calibrated as determined by usage characteristics of individual clients and ACR’s own technical recommendations.

In simple terms, loggers that have been regularly calibrated will help provide more reliable data logging results

over the life of the logger.

Single Data Logger
With each logger shipped, ACR Systems includes a calibration card for reference in case the logger’s setup is

altered.  In addition, each external humidity sensor has its own unique set of calibration values that must be

entered into the logger’s setup.  For each humidity logger and humidity sensor, a calibration label is included.

Multiple Data Loggers
To minimize the expense of yearly calibrations for individual loggers, ACR has devised calibration packages for

SmartReader and SmartReader Plus data loggers.  These packages are designed to offer greater savings as

larger number of calibrations are purchased.  

Contact ACR Systems for order and pricing information.

For SmartReader and SmartReader Plus Data Loggers

TalkBack Software

Calibration Services
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